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!! Assignment 6 -  

Part 1! Create a web blog entry that reviews the strengths and weaknesses of Assignment 5. Focus 
on the overall quality of design and meeting the objectives as outlined on the project statement. (500 
word minimum) Post your best 5 perspective images per the journal/blog style guidelines.  

Watch the following videos on Lynda 

Typographic Principles !""#$%%&&&'()*+,'-./%"0".12,(%345
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Part 1 DUE Wednesday, October 10 at the beginning of class. You will have a quiz over typography  
on Wednesday, October 10.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Part 2 Design Revisions 

Using your model created in assignment #5 revise your design based on comments from the 
critique. You are to create a single proposal using a combination of colored and white light 
sources. Only use surface styles as outlined in Assignment 5. You are to concentrate your 
efforts in the following manner: 

• 1. Improve the overall quality of design by preserving the positive aspects of your project 
while editing the parts that require revision. 

• 2. Improve the quality of perspective images. Create new view points that assist in 
communicating your design ideas more effectively. 

• 3. Create animations that communicate the idea of transition of space. 
 

Part 3 Perspective Composition 

Perspective images in this assignment will be evaluated on the ability to illustrate space, foreground  
mid-ground, background, and atmospheric conditions (distant and near blur). Take the time to 
carefully compose and design all images selected for rendering. 

Key Concepts 

• Diminishing Space 
• Foreground, Midground and Background 
• Foreshortening 
• Atmospheric Condition 
• Cone or Angle of Vision - (Wide or Narrow Vision Angle) 
 

Implementing the key concepts above create 12 interior perspectives of each model created in steps 
one and two. Nine of the twelve perspectives are to illustrate the transition and sequence of the 
above spaces in the narrative sequential format. One each of the remaining three perspectives 
should illustrate a high end compelling imagery of each above space. You are to have a total of 24 
interior perspective when the project is complete.  

• Select the white or color model and include human figures to all perspectives per the 
guidelines below to either the.  

• The perspectives with the human figures are to also implement the blur tool.  
• You should have 12 perspectives with human figures and 12 without human figures.  

Create 5 exterior perspectives of each model. (Add human figures to 2 of the perspectives) 

Create one top view and three side views of each model. 



Create two axonometrics of each model. 

Each perspective is to be rendered in Renderzone with a plain black background. Render images at 
full screen resolution. 

Part 4 -- Human Figures 

Take photographs of yourself and your classmates in the photo studio with a neutral background and 
use these photographs as a basis for creating human figures in your formZ models.  

Abstract the images by making the human form to add scale and population to your environment 
without distracting from the design of your design. 

Part 5 – Creation of Animation 

Create a high quality animated walk-through of your space. Use guidelines as presented in class by 
the instructor. 

Part 7 - Print Best Image from Previous Assignment 

Print the best images created from last weeks project on high quality photo paper. (8.5X11) 
Make the image fit the entire sheet of paper. The image selected should have a horizontal 
format. Set the print quality on your printer to the highest setting. 

Part 8 – Create a Web Gallery 

Post all of the required project images and animation per the style guidelines.  

 

 

DUE DATE: PER CLASS SCHEDULE 

 
 
 

  


